Questions and Answers, and Corrections re 2018-2019 Mock Trial Case

Civics First is grateful for the following questions and suggested corrections for
the 2018-2019 Mock Trial Case. We hope you find these helpful.
Questions and Answers
Question: "We're having a tough time fitting together the two pictures that show the
stairs. Can you tell us the orientation of the photos? It's hard to see how they jibe. Is it
the same stairway in exhibits 5 and 6? It's also hard to tell which direction Andy came
from (going on testimony that Andy came in from the East entrance)."
Answer: The staircase is exhibits 5 and 6 is the same staircase.
Question: "Can Madison Hancock see the incident on September 17, 2015. The page
number is 65, lines: 8 - 20. In the case it describes the event but before Madison goes
in depth about the event they state that Alex Lillington blocked their view."
Answer: The materials provide all of the information necessary to answer this question.
Question: "Should there be any reference to weapons in the case? This case has a
few references that may or may not be included ON PURPOSE—if you could just clarify
that these are intentional as is written in the case, we'd appreciate it. Or, we would
suggest that the text be rewritten to avoid actual reference to weapons.
Answer: The materials provide all of the information necessary to answer this question.
Question: "We are trying to standardize our pronunciation of the last name of Kelly
Blount in preparation for our trial date. Could you clarify if the last name is pronounced
like 'blouse', or is it pronounced as 'blunt'"?
Answer: We have been pronouncing "Blount' like "blouse."
Corrections Incorporated into November 16, 2018 Version
Exhibit 9: Second paragraph, 6th line: Change "prof" to "profit before"
Exhibit 10: First paragraph, 2nd line: Change "May 12" to May 2012".

